Deutch Speaks
This Evening On
Czechoslovakia

Will Clarify Student Minds
About Czech Survival

Enver of Cech Students
Will Be Principal Speaker

Many Expected to Attend;
Open Forum To Be Held

Dr. Karl Deutch will discuss the question: "Will Czechoslovakian Survive?" in a lecture to be held in room 415 at 4:30 tonight. The meeting is sponsored jointly by the T.C.A. and the Technology Peace Federation.

Although this question seems to have been answered by the events of the last ten days, Dr. Deutch will be able to give additional information and point out the significance of the new change in Dr. Hitler's policy in the fall of 1938.

Lecturer: Sudeten German

The lecturer was born in Sudeten Germany, 25 years ago after having received a German high school, and then went to the University of Prague, and later to London University. He received his Ph.D. degree in Law and Political Science in July, 1938. Dr. Deutch has been very active in student and youth movements since 1938. Dr. Deutch has been very active in political movements since 1938.

Deutch Speaks

Freshman Rally

Field Day Dance

Swing Band Leader

TennisSwing Tangle to Suit their Individual Purposes, and Hurling to Suit our Common Purposes. A turkey shotgun is essential, and a proper measure of conditions should be met with material plans of interest.

Wright Brothers Structure Gives a Wide Range of Conditions

Operating at air speeds up to 400 m.p.h., the latest in aeronautical engineering course in this country, provides a wide range of working pressures. Conditions in the high air speeds. Pressure ranging from one-quarter of an atmosphere to four atmospheres can be obtained, enabling the Corning XXI men to utilize conditions in full from material in an altitude of 37,000 feet.

About 35 delegates to the Congress attended the dedication ceremonies. The principal speaker, Mr. Griffith, presented the Royal Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, whose address was given by Dr. Geoffrey Boden, head of the Institute Corporation.

Tech Golf Team To Start Season With Large Rally

[Continued on page 4]

Wright Golf Club

Volleyball at the Voo Doo Smoker

The principal speaker, Mr. Griffith, presented the Royal Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, whose address was given by Dr. Geoffrey Boden, head of the Institute Corporation.

Field Day Rally

(Continued on page 5)

Swing Subject

Of Tech Debate With Radcliffe

Girls Cite Originality of the New Anti-Defire Defense

Demoralizing Effect Decried

Voting swing alone to suit their individual purposes, and hurling to suit our common purposes is an essential, and a proper measure of conditions should be met with material plans of interest.

Voo Doo Smoker

The principal speaker, Mr. Griffith, presented the Royal Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, whose address was given by Dr. Geoffrey Boden, head of the Institute Corporation.

Field Day Rally
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Swing Band Leader

TennisSwing Tangle to Suit their Individual Purposes, and Hurling to Suit our Common Purposes. A turkey shotgun is essential, and a proper measure of conditions should be met with material plans of interest.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PLANS FOR PEACE?

Starring out last early this year, the Technology Peace Federation had less than a fair chance to get itself recognized among students as the friendly group that they hope to be. The very fact that they have had the strength and stamina to continue through all the obstacles and be able to sponsor an annual Peace Picnic for this year is an encouraging and welcome sight to those of us who are anxious to hear proposed solutions for present world conditions.

The turn-out for this first public gathering will be an index by which we can judge the probable success of this Peace Federation. If they have aroused enough interest among students, they will no doubt grow and be an important factor in political thought in the future.

Activities supply the human interest

Ever since the freshmen first showed themselves here as the Institute they have been showered with speeches and arguments in favor of joining activities outside of their required curricula. To many of them, it may seem to be over-emphasized, but the benefits that may be realized far out-weigh the small amount of time that is spent. Our argument may be an old story, but we think this may be a new slant.

After almost every assignment, either written or spoken, they are usually asked, "What is the precaution," "This work is intended to be done individually." The training from such work is then revealed to the committee that it teaches them how to work by themselves. This training is necessary to men who will have to work alone in industry, but it does not mean that the fact that after graduation there will be few jobs which are not mainly problems of getting along with other men.

Men who enter into the spirit of our activities here at Technology will have a truly marvelous chance to learn to work with others. Some men find it easy to be a student at the Institute and apply for jobs, their diploma tells their boss how well they know their stuff, but they themselves must tell the men with whom they are going to work, if they are going to keep their jobs.

Many students spend their summers trying to become accustomed to industrial practices, in both personal and engineering aspects, and they can well continue this course during the winter. The activities do not pretend to take the place of training in training men to be human, but almost every phase of business can be found among the techniques necessary for overcoming small problems that are bound to turn up after graduation can be mastered with little risk in the activities, the life itself might be at stake in industry.

Activities are the fit supplements to your course at the Institute, do not pass up this opportunity to join them.

WHO? ---- ME?

When it comes to describing the college man of 1938, so many and varied are the paragraphs portraying that he fits at once a misunderstood and a dull, play-b o y and a great student. None has so brilliantly joined the pieces as the Boston University Dean R. E. Manchester, who sees the non-college campuses on this pedestal in the following manner:

"The college man is a living paradox. Most people cannot understand him and those who do come to his conclusions by indirect proof. He talks of the future but worthless in his own lifetime. He is liberal in his conversations but conservative in his action. He is radical in his opinions on politics, yet he has political standards and the tendency to follow the standards of the political institution. He's always wild on slogans and theories yet earnest in college and universities that are created and maintained by orthodox creeds. He preaches democracy yet supports the most rigid campus caste system. He demands that his university maintain the highest academic standards yet in the same breath also demands a professional football team. He scoffs at his past yet demands that they be vigorously maintained when they are criticized. He rebels against rules but sets up more rigid ones when given the opportunity. He enjoys the high school graduate who comes with a boy scout badge on his coat, but he covers his own boy with medals and keys. He is a revolutionary and uses the most orthodox slang on the street, but reads and writes pure English in his room. He clamors for self government but doesn't want it after he gets it. He laughs at convention but insists on it always. He is a master-n-swindler and a master at defrauding the people. He is liberal in his thinking but defends with all his strength the traditions of his old Alma Mater. He's a liberal in political thought in the same breath also demands a professional football team. He scoffs at his past yet demands that they be vigorously maintained when they are criticized. He rebels against rules but sets up more rigid ones when given the opportunity. He enjoys the high school graduate who comes with a boy scout badge on his coat, but he covers his own boy with medals and keys. He is a revolutionary and uses the most orthodox slang on the street, but reads and writes pure English in his room. He clamors for self government but doesn't want it after he gets it. He laughs at convention but insists on it always. He is a master-n-swindler and a master at defrauding the people. He is liberal in his thinking but defends with all his strength the traditions of his old Alma Mater. He's a liberal in political thought in the same breath also demands a professional football team.

"You ask 'What are we going to do about it?' We answer 'What are we going to do about it?' We have faith in the future but worship the past. He is liberal in his thinking but defends with all his strength the traditions of his old Alma Mater. He's a liberal in political thought in the same breath also demands a professional football team.

The technique necessary for overcoming small problems that are bound to turn up after graduation can be mastered with little risk in the activities, the life itself might be at stake in industry.

Particularly impressing was the casting of Goldsmith's comedy. Particularly entertaining and authentic were Mr. Beadle, the bookmaker; Barbara Pearson, as the childhood sweetheart; and George Bigelow, the too, handsome, somewhat sinister young man who was finally rewarded as the person who steals the Central Depot money.
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By Associated Collegiate Press

REVIEWS AND PREVIEWS

WHAT A LIFE!--After two studios weeks of side rule polishing, your reviewer was asked to report on the first Saturday evening feature of the Fall season, "What a Life," new in its fifth week at the Wilbur. In spite of liberal promotion, one can not but be disappointed. George Abbott's humorous treatment of high school youth is more than entertaining and funny; it is a revelation of adolescent psychology. "Kiddie Brackets," as Henry Abbott, is the unfortunate boy who is not too bad not too good, perhaps you were more fortunate in getting out of both. I assure you that he will bring back lasting memories of the carefree days when you played through classes.
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First Fall Meet's On Saturday

Booster's in Opening Game With The Bruins

Strong Squad Including Five Sophomores Chosen for Varsity

Red, Grey Boost Good Line

A strong newcomer will try to start the season tomorrow when the team journeys to Providence to encounter Brown.

Regulators for Right Positions

Five sophomores are on the squad of eleven which will wear the letterman's patches, and is likely to boast a good line-up. Right inside is Oakon, left end is Stover, left side is Conley, and right end is Miller respectively.

Alvin Carr at left inside. The fifteen which will leave the Institute, Friday, October 7, 1938.

Seating Arranged For Frosh Crew

The time for the Field Day Sophomore- Freshman crew has been set for 4:30 in the morning of Oct. 18. Both crews are working hard in anticipation of a hard battle, and gradually the positions are becoming definite. Freshman and Sophomore men will be picked in the same percentages of Bill Home and Richard Pabis.

The tentative Frosh crew line-up is:

Haldon .................. No. 1
Bow Topping ............. No. 2
Thenes .................. No. 3
Anderson ................. No. 4
Smith ................... No. 5
Newberry ................ No. 6
Briggs .................. No. 8

The average weight of the Frosh crew is 155 lbs., and the Sophomore crew will be much lighter to counteract the advantage they have due to more experience. Both teams will run straight lines down a one-mile course starting at a point a little past the post house and ending at a marker placed between the Harvard Bridge and the Sailing Pavilion. The morning practice will start this Monday.

There is the elephant stunt of course The idea is to procure a small elephant and a small room whose door is slightly narrower than the elephant. The elephant is starved for a few days until he fits the door, then taken into the room and stuffed. The room of the room arriving late can be counted on to be stuffed again. The elephant is starved for a few days until he fits the door, then taken into the room and stuffed. The room of the room arriving late can be counted on to be stuffed again.

The Lounger, He has finally resigned his position. He was the head of the Lounger, one of the most powerful positions in the book. When we were very young and all of us were reading, there were reports that he was going to dump into the Presidential election, but the reports were never confirmed. When the word arrived to the Lounger, he was not too happy, but he decided to accept the position. He was the head of the Lounger, one of the most powerful positions in the book.

Lawn Bowls

One participant alone reports an or- der that the arrangements for the coming contests are only tentative. The only ones who are going to be able to meet the requirements are those who notice things. she is already in the process of a huge factor in bolstering up Tech's high school. When the start of the season first draws near, every man wants to prove he is fit for the team. If no man rewu is 155 lbs. and the Sophomore managers have been picked in the following men to complete the cross track:

I. Franklin Field when it meets Con- stitution field against Governor Duff's team not yet Men who are interested in either team but the highlight of the day will be the first practice and the first meeting of the intermural football teams, it is badly needed.

November 6-Beacon v. M.I.T.
November 13--Rivera Yacht Club Invitation gamer.
November 13 Quadrangular Re- gatta at Tech.

Partial Baton in the First Fall meets will be continued this Saturday.

Bowling, an old school will be continued this Saturday. The team will be able to play with the visiting team. Mars will be considered a factor in the outcomes of the games and if the teams involved can find a time that is mutually convenient.

Intermural Football Is Still Unorganized

Only One Team Has Game Set

By interviewing several managers of the intermural football teams, it has been discovered that the arrange- ments for the coming contests are only tentatively ad- justments in uniting their states a game date, and only a few teams have had any drill or practice. How- ever most of the managers have made tentative adjus- tments in uniting their teams, and expect to contact their opponents immediately concerning the time and place of the game to be played.

Despite this, next week-end is bound to be overshadowed with the contest. The only other possibility is that sensitive would be to hold some of the games during the regular season. It seems that it is impossible to set a date for a game if the teams involved can find a time that is mutually convenient.
Field Day Dance

(Continued from page 1)

Field Day Dance dollars, go on sale in the fraternity scenes in favorite dance bands to turn dance spots throughout the East and the Paradise Cafe, broad- dorsey, Jimmy dorsey, Ray noble, glen gray. Dorsey, mayhew has spent the past two following at technology, gained at the Glen Island Casino, Mayhew tics committee; and Robert A. Nelson, and Larry Clinton. His band is now rapidly becoming Mayhew Statler Fixture (Continued from page 1)
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since 1927, being, at the present time, (Continued from page 1)

President Alfred J. Green, '36, will "freshman rules committee; and Robert A. "people condemned Wagner's (Con tinued from page 1)
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